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CHAIRMAN Resource 
Fukushimia Was Warned - Repeatedly 

Were you aware Fukushima plant operators were warned repeatedly for years of many safety threats to 
their plant? They ignored expert warnings, such as the back up pumps being below sea level along with 
many other absent back up measures that plant lacked. 

The nuclear industry has a safety record that is the envy of all other industries. There is great concern 
about nuclear reactor safety, yet a minuscule number of humans have been actually harmed, and any 
possible safety issue is reported in a concentrated barrage in news media. 

Yet, the burning of fossil fuel in power plants, vehicles and factor operations kills millions each year 
through dangerous pollution according to WHO statistics, not to even count C02 pollution ruining our 
entire planet. Yet the news media never issues hardly a peep about these millions of deaths and 
permanent disestablishes. 

Why do you think this illogical, unbalanced, distorted reporting exists? 

In light of the fact nuclear power is the only real, feasible exit from the burning building of planet earth 
and it's bad case of C02 and methane caused global warming, it would seem the Commission, as a federal 
governmental agency has a responsibility to highlight the relative high safety standards of this industry. 

I live in drought parched California and can see global warming out my window. Cattle ranchers, some in 
operation for over one hundred years, are dropping out of business fast. Their business is untenable since 
grazing does not exist anymore. Buying and feeding cows puts them at a loss. 

Next to go with be our No. 1 agricultural industry worth billions. Central valley growers are uprooting fruit 
and nut trees and leaving huge, industrial sized fields fallow. Today those that farm live on ground water 
and are pumping that down to zero. 

The C02 filled atmosphere is the cause, according to James Hansen and many other leading climate 
scientists. The atmosphere now contains 400 parts per million of the earth heating gas. Scientists 
predicted exactly what is happening if earth exceeded 350 parts per million C02. 

Please do all you can to encourage the nation to see the advantages of clean nuclear power. Support 
construction of new age nuclear technology like LFTR Thorium reactors that do away with nearly ALL the 
safety issues of light water Uranium reactors we have today. (a pump failure, a tsunami - no problem at 
all to a Thorium reactor. Unaided, it is designed with the simplest possible technology to drain the liquid 
fuel into a safe basin where fission stops with no human intervention). 

California is about to show the nation and world what a devastating blow global warming can deal to a 
major State economy ($2 trillion). This will unfold within the next three years at most. It will be a wake up 
call -a very, very big but late one- however it will be an opportunity for the greatest power source on 
earth to make a come back. 

The late, great Dr. Alvin Weinberg, former Director of Oak Ridge Labs, clearly saw it all. He predicted the 
exact parts per million C02 we have today, and warned us as strongly as he could to build and run our US 
economy on Thorium nuclear reactors, given their great safety and abundance of Thorium fuel. He built 
and operated a Throium reactor at Oak Ridge Labs for six years, but Washington ordered shut down. 
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Why? Because the Thorium reactor could not produce Atomic Bomb materials for the Cold War, and much 
less safe light water Uranium reactors could. In the 70's we scrapped his Oak Ridge Thorium reactor
ranking as perhaps the greatest tragedy ever for the nation and mankind. 

Please support nuclear power (despite what your mission statement says). Please highlight the true, 
amazing safety record of EVEN the relatively unsafe light water Uranium reactors. As a key person in the 
nuclear industry, please do this for the well being of our country and all mankind. 

Thank you. 

William Gloege 
Orcutt, CA 
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